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An overview of the
design, purpose, format,
and delivery of math
podcasts in various
courses will be presented.

Topics of discussion
include challenges in the
creation of audio files and
accompanying lecture
notes, student access in
the public domain, course
usage statistics, and
student success.
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Why do you podcast?

I am a very successful
classroom math instructor.
In 2001, I piloted and
developed online math
courses. Now I teach two
online math courses every
semester, including summer.

I post lecture notes in the
course website as an
additional resources. I was
constantly looking for ways to
transfer my classroom
delivery to online delivery.
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The IT department has
the vision for the
faculty at the college.
They initiated the
podcast pilot project.

When I heard about the
podcasting pilot project, I
jumped immediately to
sign up. To tell the truth,
I did not even know what
was podcasting nor had
seen an ipod.

I applied. Because I
could get an ipod! I
was selected as one of
the lucky 30 faculty
members.
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After I went through
the orientation, I was
fascinated by the
technology and thought
of many ways to deliver
the technology.

What contents do
you podcast?

My three online math
courses:
Intermediate Algebra
College Algebra
Applied Calculus for
Business
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How do you choose
the format of the
podcast?

During the podcast
training sessions,
people talked about
recording live lectures.

I wanted to expand the
audience and provide
public access to
students in addition to
those in my traditional
and online classes.
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To design the right podcast to
deliver my lectures was a long
thought process. I had to
consider the longevity of the
availability of podcasts, how it
should be delivered, whom it
should be delivered, and the
courses.

Other considerations include:
1. portability
2. import flexibility
3. longevity
4. textbook nonnon-specific

5.

topics driven

6. 30-60-minute
lectures because of
short attention span
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7. Direct explanation
and walk through
problems for the
chosen concepts
8. Review of theory and
formulas but no intention
to take over the teaching
job

I decided to podcast mathematics in
a generic form without making
specific reference to a book using
audio and worksheets. This will
serve a broader audience and wider
student population. The courses
are Intermediate Algebra, College
Algebra, and Applied Calculus for
Business.

The first document and audio
lecture include the table of
contents with reference to
topics. Each audio lecture
starts with the objectives,
chapters for reference, and
length of the lecture.
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How do you use
podcasts with your
students or in your
courses?

I uploaded all audio
lectures and lecture
notes in the online
course websites.

The podcasts will be
resources for my
online students.
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I also gave permission to
the IT department to
upload my podcasts in the
public domain. I was the
first faculty to give public
access to my podcasts. It
was the right decision.
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How much work you
had to do in order to
get the podcasts
going?

I am not quite sure how to
answer this question. I spent at
least 200+ hours per course in
audio recording using the ipod,
ipod,
developing and revising
worksheets, file renaming, file
upload and management.

Is podcasting an
effective tool for
teaching and
learning?
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Definitely, it is very
effective tool for both
teaching and learning.
Using my unique format, I
transfer my classroom
teaching techniques by
developing lecture notes.

Through recording, I highlight
important concepts, take
students through problemproblemsolving, present different types of
common problems found in
similar textbooks, talk about dos
and don’
don’ts, and gives insights of
the theories and formulas.

The length of each
audio lectures ranges
from 20 to 60 minutes.
Students can budget
their time in accessing
and listening to the
lectures.
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What factors/issues
have the podcasting
faculty experienced?

Steep learning curve. No
doubt. But that is how one
can learn through trial and
error and make mistakes. I
still have to laugh at myself
during the first two-hour
training session.

While everyone in the
group was way ahead of
me. My ipod was still in
the box. All I learned was
to turn the ipod on and
off. I had to schedule an
individual session later.
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But once I got the
training of how to use
the ipod to record, I
just soared to the top.
Now there is no
stopping.

After you have recorded
your audio files (lecture,
interview, discussion,
speeches) using the iPod and
the Belkin TuneTalk Stereo
and/or the lavalier
microphone,
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you should not, repeat, NOT,
use the files as they are for
internet use because that file
format is WAVE,
WAVE, which is an
uncompressed file format that is
HUGE in size.

You need to do the
following to make your
recorded files useable for
web use.

Connect your iPod to the PC
you usually use. (You should
have installed Apple iTunes free
software first.
Your recorded files will be
automatically uploaded to your
computer and file names will
appear in iTunes Music list (e.g.
1/11/2007 2:33 PM)
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Now, go to Edit menu in
iTunes, click Preferences...
Follow the steps in the
attached PowerPoint file SET
UP your iTunes for
conversion.

There are two kinds of
COMPRESSED file formats your
iPods can read/play (AAC, short for
Advanced Audio Coding, and MP3).
MP3 is more compatible. PCs,
Macs, any kind of portable players
should be able to play it. So for
now, convert to MP3 format.

After you set up your iTunes.
You can convert your WAVE
file into MP3 (about 1/10 of
the WAVE file size). Do the
following:
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1. Click the Wave file
name of your recording in
iTunes Music list.

2. In Advanced menu, select
Convert Selection to MP3.
It will take a few seconds or
minutes (depending on the
length or your recorded file).
The converted file with the
SAME name will appear next to
your original file. But the file
size is much smaller.

How often are the
students accessing
and using the
podcasts?
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What is the success
rate?

College Algebra, Fall 2008
21 – initial enrollment
3 withdrew within three weeks
1 switched to a traditional class
2 withdrew after the third week
2 are failing
1 is doing nothing
12 remaining are doing well
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Applied Calculus, Fall 2008
7 – initial enrollment
1 withdrew within three
weeks
1 withdrew after the third
week
1 is failing
4 remaining are doing well

Conclusion

An IT person did a key word
search "Math" in iTunes U.
There are people outside HACC
downloading my podcasts.
podcasts.
Otherwise, IT cannot explain
the soaring number of
downloads in the weeks at the
end of October.
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My next podcasts will
be Calculus I, II, III,
Linear Algebra, and
Differential Equations

Thank you for attending
this presentation!
Happy Podcasting!
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